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This study focuses on the moral aspects contained in the Avengers 
endgame film by Anthony Russo and Joe Russo. The purpose of this study 
is to describe the types of morals contained in the Avengers Endgame 
movie. This research was analyzed using descriptive qualitative methods. 
Using this method, the researcher will identify, describe, and analyze 
aspects of morality in the Avengers: Endgame film. Qualitative methods 
can pay more attention to data analysis, namely data related to the context. 
The data of and Joe Russo. The findings reveal that there are fifteen data 
found in the film's scenes covering several moral aspects, namely good 
morals in the Avengers Endgame film, namely Patience, Love, Friendly, 
Good Manners, Brave, Tolerant, Honesty, Caring, Helping and 
Sympathetic and this research were collected from scenes in the film 
Avengers endgame movies by Anthony Russo. This is the focus of the 










Literary work is a social institution that makes or use language as a 
medium to reach all people Public. The language itself is a social creation. 
Besides that works literature is a picture of life and that life is a social reality 
(Sapardi 1979: 1). 
Literary works have many types, such as novels, short stories, song 
lyrics even movies. All of this literary work is a picture of life and also social 
reality that comes from the imagination of an author who poured into the form 
of literary works. Film is an example of a work popular literature. 
Film is an audio visual medium for describing something message to 
other people who gather in a certain place. (Effendy, 1986: 134). The message 
contained in a film can be anything, depending on the purpose of the film, but 
in general is a film contains various messages both messages of education, 
entertainment and also information urgent. The message contained in a film 
usually uses symbols what exists in the human mind is in the form of sound, 
speech, conversation and so on. Film can also be considered as a good 
communication tool because of its audio-visual nature, which is in the form of 
images and sound that is visible life. Movies can tell a lot of things but in a 
short time through an image and sound. When someone watches a film, it will 





it goes through the images and sounds in the film can tell life and even affect 
the audience. 
At this time there are many kinds of films, although in one way the 
approach is different, but all films can be concluded only has one goal, which 
is to draw people's attention to the contents of the film as well the problems 
contained in the film. 
In many studies about the impact of film on society always understood 
linearly which means film always influences and shapes society based on the 
content of the message behind it, without ever applying otherwise the criticism 
that arises from this perspective is based on the argument that the film is a 
portrait of the society in which the film was made. Film is able to create 
reality that grows and develops in society into the screen. Film which charged 
with a good message, of course, will also be good for the audience, but if it 
happens otherwise, it will have an adverse effect for viewers of the film. Films 
can be grouped into two divisions basic, namely films that are categorized as 
stories and non-story films. Other opinions film classified into fiction and non-
fiction films. Story films are made up films by the author of the story until 
based on the story the film is played by actors and actresses. In general, 
feature films will be shown in theaters at ticket prices certain or played on 
television because it is commercial and has a purpose for turn a profit. While 
non-story films are films that are not has a clear narrative structure, so that it 
focuses more on reality contained in society, as well as documentaries and 
experimental. Films in circulation lately are more likely to prioritize what is 





values which is very important for something film. with very excavations in 
all films certainly have value the moral that the writer and the filmmaker 
wants to convey to the audience. With a good description of it in terms of the 
behavior of the cast, not just from the words of the cast we can find out the 
moral value of a film, even from a color from the look of the film we can also 
take something the essence and meaning of the film which certainly has a 
moral value hidden too. 
Muchson (2009: 6) says that etymologically moral comes from 
language Latin Mores from the syllable mos, which means customs, behavior, 
character, character, feelings, attitudes, morals and ways of thinking. Whereas 
in the Large Language Dictionary Moral Indonesia is defined as morals, 
manners or morals. Moral is a value about something, which is where the 
value is done in the form of a person's behavior both towards themselves and 
the environment around it. In the sense that a moral is very attached to the 
value of behavior the. Therefore there is no behavior of someone who is not 
related to values. In the sense that what the value of a behavior is very difficult 
to understand by people other than by himself. 
Moral is very important to someone. Because this is the guiding person 
of an individual in society to lead him to a better direction. It must be in each 
individual. Because that is the balancing in the individual soul to be seen both 
in society and in the eyes of God. 
If the person commits bad moral behavior, he or she will get two 





While the person is doing good moral, not only the society is happy and 
proud, but God will be proud of his people. 
Seen from the point of religious teaching, for example the religion of 
Islam, the most important is moral, so that his main teaching is to give moral 
guidance where the Prophet Muhammad SAW said: 
 
"Verily I am sent is to perfect the glorious chastity. " (HR. Malik, in al-
Muwaththa ') " 
Rosululloh Muhammad SAW gives an example of that noble character 
among his most important qualities are: Sidhiq, Amanah, Tabligh, Fathonah 
and Adil. That is the moral that regulates and transforms individuals in a better 
direction. Figuring out, moral can improve the value of one in respecting 
people and create harmony and peace in society. These values have also been 
taught in any religion. 
In the current era of globalization, advances in communication media 
technology with various types continue to increase. it has a big influence on 
the world community. a variety of communication media both visual and 
audio visual present in the community. this makes a shift in moral values that 
occur.  
Moral is correlated with human behavior and it is only for humans 
because they have a consciousness. It is used to distinguish between good and 





actions that have positive values. Humans who do not have morals are called 
amoral, which means he is immoral and has no positive value in the eyes of 
other humans, so morals are an absolute thing that must be absolute by 
humans. Explicit morals are things that are related to the individual's 
socialization process. Without morals, humans cannot carry out the 
socialization process. Moral in the present age has an implicit value because 
many people have the moral or immoral attitude from a narrow perspective. 
Moral is the nature taught in schools and humans must have morals if you 
want to be respected by others. Moral is a value of behavior that must be 
obeyed, because moral is the norm that regulates the baik-buruk of individuals 
in a society. The personality of the people is very closely related to the daily 
activities, moral is necessary for the life of peace and harmony according to 
the rules.  
The development of moral values and attitudes of individuals is 
strongly influenced by the environment. Because the environment can form a 
person's character, be it psychologically, socially, and culturally. If an 
individual is in an environment that is good, polite, respectful, then the 
character that formed in the individual will be good too. But if the 
environment is evil, coarse, has no courtesy, then the character that formed 
will be like that.  
Wherever people live, surely in the place has its own moral value. 
Because moral is an ordinance in life. If moral cannot be enforced in a society, 
it does not have a hand or guidance of living in society. The nature of the 





society that does not hold on to morals, it is certain that other communities 
will judge negatively. Moral does not regard the fur, because it should be 
Moral must be in the individual or community. Because moral is a guideline 
of community life. With moral norms that we as human beings will be 
completely rated. By this way of thinking, it is not excessive when it is stated 
that moral judgment always has more weight when compared with various 
other scoring models.  
Moral is a pretty important part of life. Some argue that moral can 
control a person's behavior so that he or she does not do things that are 
detrimental or contradictory to the will or views of society. On the other hand 
moral absence is often written as a contributing factor to the rise of evil or 
ugliness.  
Avengers Endgame is a work created by directors Anthony and Joe 
Russo. This film is a film that tells the story of the final battle of Thanos 
which wiped out half of all life in the universe. The remaining Avengers must 
do what is necessary to cancel the crazy Titan. The most striking thing in this 
film is the struggle of the Avengers against Thanos and his troops. In carrying 
out missions to save the earth and restore the population of human life that 
was removed by the power of Thanos. The actions shown by Avengers in the 
fight against Thanos in the film Avengers Endgame can be used as learning by 
everyone so that they are not easily discouraged in living a life full of 
problems. Moral values are also very much in this film, both moral values 
relating to yourself and with other people. Moral values become very 





sale of the film the. The film will be considered good by the audience if the 
film has a moral value that can be understood by the audience. In this 
Avengers Endgame film, a lot moral values that are very close to the 
community because it is also taken from the story of the struggle by watching 
this film can also affect the mindset community in responding to things 
around. In addition, this film is one of the most successful films in its launch 
year. 
From the background explanation above, the writer is interested in 
researching more far about moral values in the film Avengers Endgame by 
director Anthony and Joe Russo. 
B. Research Question 
From the background information above, the author describes the 
problem formulation of this research is What are the moral values contained in 
the Avengers Endgame Film? 
C. Objective of The Research 
Based on the above problem formulation, the purpose of this study is 
to describe the types of morals contained in the film Avengers Endgame. 
D. Significance of the Research 
The importance of this research is to provide information and 
contribute to international literary works to the audience. So, the audience can 
appreciate international literary works. In addition, the researchers hope that 





of English and Literature Department, Adab and Humanities Faculty of 
Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
E. Scope of the Research 
The scope of this research is the research sources that have links with 
the objects and studies studied. This research is only focused on the film titled 
Avengers Endgame as a material object because in the film contains many 
moral values. The author only limits research on moral values to only the 
behavior of Avangers Endgame as the main character included in the moral 



















A. Previous Study 
The researcher finds that there are some previous findings which related 
and relevant to this research, as follow: 
Jaquiline Melissa Renyoet (2014). In her thesis, Moral Message in the film 
To Kill A Mockingbird (Semiotic Analysis in the Film To Kill A Mockingbird). 
The method used for this research is a qualitative research method with a 
descriptive approach through a thorough observation of the research object, which 
is the film To Kill A Mockingbird which has a duration of 129 minutes. The data 
used in this study is the film To Kill A Mockingbird by observing the image 
(visual image) and sound / dialogue (audio) in which there are elements of signs 
that describe moral messages. The data collected was then analyzed using the 
Roland Barthes semiotic model which consists of a sign order that is denotation 
and connotation. Supporting data (secondary data) in this study was obtained 
through literature study media to obtain relevant theories and data that can be used 
to solve problems. The results showed that the film To Kill A Mockingbird 
conveyed a strong moral message to the audience using history, moral instruction 
and character development in the film. the film To Kill A Mockingbird also uses a 
variety of symbols that are representations of its characters. By creating characters 
whose behavior is similar to mockingbirds, this film makes the audience aware 
that just because someone looks different does not mean we can persecute, judge, 





live in harmony in the world. Morally, the film binds its portrayal of 
mockingbirds with character representations to give a message despite 
differences, people should be able to live in harmony. 
Yulianti Mustika Ayu (2015). “Structural Analysis and moral value of 
short stories Te Bokuro Wo Kai Ni Karya Niimi Nankichi”. Thesis. Department 
of Japanese Studies Faculty of Humanities.Diponegoro University. The purpose 
of this research is analyze the structural analysis and moral gradedof the short 
story Te Bokuro Wo Kai Ni. The data used in this research is the short story Te 
Bokuro Wo Kai Ni, published by Niimi Nankichi in the literature anthology in 
1986. The theory used in this research is the analysis of moral values. This theory 
is used to analyze the attitude of leaders of the short story Bokuro Wo Kai Ni. The 
second theory used in this study is a structural theory by Burhan Nurgiyantoro. 
This theory is used to analyze the theme, plot, setting and message in this short 
story. 
Andi Nirvana (2016). “Analysis of Moral in Stuart Beattie’s Movie “I 
Frankenstei” Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar.  the present research is 
about the moral message found in a film. Films, which fall into the category of 
mass media with moral content for their audiences, have indirect effects on the 
mind and behavior of the public. One film with moral message about social reality 
and political condition, particularly corruption in the government, is Trash. This 
already-released fiction film originates from Brazil. Trash film follows a 
scavenger kid who found a wallet, but it turned out the wallet contained a secret 
code to place which stores corruption evidences of local government officials. The 





they received from corrupt officials. The scavenger and his friends tried to reveal 
the secrets in the wallet by risking their lives, without getting any help. The 
formulation of the problem in this research is the moral message described in the 
film Trash. The research method was qualitative descriptive, with the data 
analysis technique using qualitative analysis. The subject used was the film Trash. 
The data retrieval technique was conducted by watching the film Trash and taking 
notes of the scenes. The results show that moral message contained in the film 
Trash is human’s moral relationship with God, manifested in prayers and beliefs 
in God. Human’s moral relationship with themselves is manifested in courage and 
hard work, whilst human’s moral relationship with other human beings in the 
social context is mutual help, awareness, mutual cooperation, and willingness to 
sacrifice. 
Nico Rinaldi Seragih (2018). "Moral Value in the Film Nobody Knows by 
the Director of Hirokazu Koreeda in the Study of Sociological Literature ". Thesis 
Japanese Language and Culture, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Diponegoro 
University, This study aims to describe the narrative elements of the film Nobody 
Knows and illustrate the moral values contained in the film Nobody Knows. 
Author use the literature study method to obtain data and also observation of data 
by saw the film Nobody Knows repeatedly. The theory used in this research is 
moral values by Andri Wicaksono. Based on data analysis, it can be concluded 
that in the film Nobody Knows there are 8 moral values contained in human 
relationships and self, and 5 moral values contained in human relationships with 





After comparing the thesis, the researcher found similarities and 
differences in this study, the four theses are both analyzing moral values and 
differences between this study with previous research, previous studies using 
novels or short stories as objects, while those using film objects but with film and 
different theory.  
B. Morality 
1) Definition of Morality 
Moral is a law of behavior that is applied to every individual in 
socializing with each other so that there is respect and respect between 
people. Another opinion says the moral meaning is something that is 
related to the principles of behavior; character, character, and mentality, 
which shape the character in a person so that they can properly judge what 
is good and bad. Moral is a product produced by culture and religion that 
regulates how to interact (actions, behavior, and speech) among humans. 
In other words, the term moral refers to the actions, behavior of someone 
who has a positive value in accordance with the norms that exist in a 
society. 
Speaking of morality, must be related to attitudes, behaviors, and 
actions performed by a person or community. Moral usually refers to the 
value of a good or bad human action both individual and collective. This 
word comes from the Latin, mus (single) or customs (plural) which means 






While Solomon (1987: 2) says morale is knowledge concerning the 
manners of civilized man. Morale also means teaching the good and bad 
deeds, and behavior (morals). Demoralization means moral damages. 
Morale can also be divided into two kinds, namely: 
a. Purely moral, that moral contained in every human being, as a 
manifestation of the divine radiance. Also called the pure moral 
conscience. 
b. Moral applied, is obtained from the moral teachings of various 
philosophical teachings, religion, custom playback controls being. 
Mike (1989: 26), states that the morality of what should or should 
not do in certain situations, what is right or wrong about the handling, or 
what is good or bad about the actions of the people involved. 
Meanwhile, according to Kurt (1991: 189), moral terms can be 
described as follows: 
a. Belonging to or associated with the principles of good and evil, or 
right and wrong. Example: determined, devoted, loyal, wavering, 
hesitation, and hesitation. 
b. In accordance with what is considered by the community to be good, 
just right, ethics. Synonyms: generous, virtuous, decent, good, ethical, 
principled only, exemplary, honorable, right, pure, unadulterated. 
c. Following or by conscience or knowledge of what is true. Example: a 
moral obligation, submission, obedience, obedience respect, respect. 
d. Has a psychological effect than practical effect. Example: furniture 





e. Considered in terms of the psychological effect than outward 
appearance. 
Example: victory, sacrifice, spontaneity, naturalness. Someone said.  
Example: being able to distinguish between right and wrong. 
Therefore, the moral is not only for individuals, but it is a 
community problem. Setiardja in kurnia (2003: 27) defines morality in two 
parts:  
a. Regulate individual morality of human actions form a private nature in 
private life. 
b. Regulate public morality of human action as a member of society or 
social beings in a life or humans. 
Based on the above explanation, the authors conclude that the 
moral is always associated with the norm; is not free from all human 
activity that people have adapted action and the moral law. It means 
something that we can use to compare the other things that we do not 
know for sure. So, the moral norm which is a standard that can be used to 
assess the goodness or badness of action in human life. 
As for other forms of moral as follows: 
a. Social. 
In Big Indonesian Dictionary, social is everything pertaining to the 
public, like to consider public interest, helpfulness, etc. (Siswanto, 
2008: 49). Allah made human, In a form that does not live alone, 





food, clothing gained, and everything. Thus the human being requires 
interaction and mutual help. 
 
b. Ethics 
The term comes from the Latin word ethics: Ethics (us), in English: 
Ethic’s = a body of moral principles or values. Ethic = true sense, is a 
habit, habit, custom. So in the original sense, what was mentioned 
whether it is appropriate to the habits of the people (adult). Gradually it 
changed the sense of ethics, such as understanding now. Ethics is 
sciences that discuss actions or behavior, which can be considered good 
and which can be assessed evil (Mike W, 1989: 3). 
c. Susila  
Susila or morality comes from the word that prefixes su and sila and the  
suffix. The word is derived from the sangsekarta language su and sila 
means good and sila means basic, principles, rules of life norm. The 
word susila is further used to mean good while the ungodly are badly 
behaved. (Kenney, 1989: 13). 
According to the origin of the word "moral" from the Latin word 
mores, then translated into "rules of decency". In everyday language, what 
is meant by decency is not scratches, but instructions for the life of 
manners and not obscene. Thus, morals are rules of decency, which 
include all norms of behavior, good conduct. The word moral comes from 
Sanskrit, su means "better", sila means "basics", principles or rules of life. 





Moral understanding is distinguished from the notion of normality, 
although in the practice of daily life the two meanings are not clearly 
demarcated. Prevention is a good habit without a long mind is considered 
good, decent, good manners, manners, etc. Thus, these norms are norms 
that are followed without thinking long, which are considered good, based 
on customs or traditions. 
Bertens (2002:7), explains the meaning of the word morality is the 
moral nature or the whole principle and values relating to good and bad. 
Morality also acts as a regulator and guide for humans to behave so that 
they can be categorized as good humans and can avoid bad behavior. 
Thus, humans can be said to be immoral if he behaves not in accordance 
with applicable morality. 
Moral sense traditionally is considered inquest attribute of the 
human personality. The transformation from a society biological organism 
to a socially responsible individual is the hallmark of the development 
necessary for viable human society in the following four decades, moral 
value consciences become concern also the behavioral science, although 
there was little synthesis of this research. The 1960’s and 1970’s, however, 
were a period of intensive scientific study of morality as behavioral 
phenomenon Johnson (1991:105). 
Overall, the writer concludes that morality is a habit or attitude 
which is done toward person or society in its environment, and then good 





2) Types of Morality 
Nurdi (2009:42), divides the moral into two parts: 
I. The individual morality regulates the human action forming a personal 
trait in the personal life.  
II. Public morality regulates human actions as the members of society or a 
social creature in life or mankind. 
Kurt, b (1991:189) explained that the term moral can be described as follows: 
a. Belonging or relating to the principles of good and evil, or right and 
wrong. Example: determined, devoted, unfaithful, indecisive, hesitate, 
doubtful. 
b. Conforming to what is considered by society to be good, right or proper, 
ethical. Synonym: generous, virtuous, decent, good, ethical, just, 
principled, exemplary, respectable, proper, chaste, pure. 
c. Adhering to or based on conscience or acknowledge of what is right. 
Example: a moral obligation, submission, obedience, compliance, respect, 
deference. 
d. Having a psychological rather than a partial effect. Example: moral 
support, fortitude, gift. 
e. Considered in terms of psychological effect rather than outward 
appearance. Example: victory, sacrifice, spontaneity, naturalness. 
f. A person said: capable of distinguishing between right and wrong. 
Personal life. Public morality regulates human actions as the members of 





In other word, morality refers to plays a crucial, although often 
unacknowledged, role in formulating ethical theories. Morality also refers to 
an actually existing code of conduct put forward by a society results in a 
denial that there is a universal morality, one that applies to all human beings. 
3) Moral Objective 
Pespoprojo (1999), the moral goal is to realize the dignity and dignity 
of the human personality through the practice of values and norms. Some 
moral goals are as follows: 
a. To guarantee the realization of one's personal dignity and dignity and 
humanity. 
b. To motivate people to behave and act with kindness and virtue based on 
the awareness of moral-based obligations. 
c. To maintain harmony in social relations between people, because morals 
are the basis of trust towards others. 
d. Making people happier spiritually and physically because of their moral 
functions so that there is no remorse, inner conflict, and feelings of sin or 
disappointment. 
e. Morals can provide future insight to humans, both social sanctions and 
consequences in life so that humans will be full of consideration before 
acting. 
f. Morals in human beings can also provide a basis for patience in enduring 








1. Definition of movie 
There are many meanings of films written by film experts. In 
Indonesia itself, all matters relating to the world of film have been 
regulated in Law No.8 of 1992; Film is a work of art and culture which is 
a mass media of hearing and hearing communication based on 
cinematographic principles with celluloid tapes, video tapes, video records 
and / or other technological inventions in all shapes, types and sizes 
through chemical processes, electronic processes, or other processes with 
or without sound that can be displayed and / or aired with electronic and / 
or other mechanical projection systems. 
The definition above is of course different from the definition of 
film which incidentally is almost the same meaning but actually different. 
Still contained in Law No.8 of 1992 Article 1, the following is the 
definition of film: Film is all activities related to the making, service, 
technique, exporting, importing, distribution, displaying and / or screening 
of films. 
From the above understanding, explained that the meaning of film 
with a different film. Movies are more likely to be meaningful of their 
products, whereas film is more meaningful about their activities. To 
complement the above understanding, it is better for the writer to also 
borrow the understanding of the film contained in the book titled A-Z 
about Indonesian Film which explains that film is a social archive that 





Movies, also known as films, are a type of visual communication 
which use moving pictures and sound to tell stories or inform (help people 
to learn). People in every part of the world watch movies as a type of 
entertainment, a way to have fun. For some people, fun movies can mean 
movies that make them laugh, while for others it can mean movies that 
make them cry, or feel afraid. Most movies are made so that they can be 
shown on big screens at cinemas or movie theatres. After movies are 
shown on movie screens for a period of time (ranging from a few weeks to 
several months), movies are shown on pay television or cable television, 
and sold or rented on DVD disks or videocassette tapes, so that people can 
watch the movies at home. You can also download or stream movies. 
Later movies are shown on television stations (Syahlan,2009:7). 
Film is image of live (moving picture) is also called movie. The 
film became a media very influential, exceeding medias else, because it's 
audio and visual works well in making the audience does not get bored 
and are easier to remember, because the format is interesting. According 
Alex, S (2006:127) Film always influenced and shaped the public based on 
a message behind it, without ever in reverse. Films always recorded reality 
that grows and develops in the community, and then project it onto a 
screen. 
From statements above, the researcher can conclude that, the film 
is also called movie is literary work form an image of life that usually 
record the reality that grows and develops in the community and then 





audience does not get bored and are easier to remember so that it can 
affect the community and formed by the charge message contained. 
2. The Types of Movie 
There are many types of movie even though it has different 
approach. However, it has one object that is too attractive the people 
attention about the contents of movie. Beside that movie can be divided 
into three groups. The first is fiction, the second is non-fiction, and the 
third is experimental and animation movie (Syahlan, 2009:10). 
a. Fiction Movie 
Fiction movie is a movie that conveys nonfactual story. The story is 
just imagination of the author bur is kind of comparison to the real 
human life. There are many types of fiction films that were signed by 
certain style, form and contest. There is drama movie, horror movie, 
history movie, science fiction movie, comedy movie, action movie, 
musical movie and cowboy movie. 
b. Non-Fiction Movie 
Non-fiction movie is a movie containing factual story as the main plot 
even though it might be decorated by other events. There are two types 
of nonfiction movie, namely factual and documenter movie. In general, 
factual movie only show the fact. Camera only records a moment or 
event that will report in the real. The documenter movie is a new that 
emphasizes the side of new release of an actual event on TV broadcast. 





Experimental movie is a movie which does not be created with the 
content of generally way. The purpose of the movie itself is to make 
experimentation and to find out the new ways of pronouncing by the 
movie. The animation movie is a movie that uses a picture and 
immovable thing likes a puppet, table, chair that can be moved with 
animation technique. 
3. Genre of Movie 
According Joyce 2009: 132. The movie genre consists of: 
a) Action: where one or more heroes are thrust into a series of 
challenges that typically include physical feats, extended combat 
scenes, violence and frenetic chases. Action films tend to feature a 
resourceful character struggling against incredible odds, including 
life-threatening situations, a villain, or a pursuit, which generally 
conclude in victory for the hero. 
b) Adventure: features the hero in action scenes which also display and 
explore exotic locations. The subgenres of adventure films include 
swashbuckler film, disaster films, and historical dramas – which is 
similar to the epic film genre. Main plot elements include quests for 
lost continents, a jungle or desert settings, characters going on a 
treasure hunts and heroic journeys into the unknown. Adventure 
films are mostly set in a period background and may include adapted 
stories of historical or fictional adventure heroes within the historical 
context. Kings, battles, rebellion or piracy are commonly seen in 





movie genres such as, science fiction, fantasy and sometimes war 
films. 
c) Fantasy: featuring elements of the fantastic, often including magic, 
supernatural forces, or exotic fantasy worlds. Fantasy television 
programs are often based on tales from mythology and folklore, or 
are adapted from fantasy stories in other media. The boundaries of 
fantasy television overlap with science fiction and horror. 
d) Horror is a film genre seeking to elicit a negative emotional reaction 
from viewers by playing on the audience's primal fears. Horror films 
often feature scenes that startle the viewer; the macabre and the 
supernatural are frequent themes. Thus, they may overlap with the 
fantasy, supernatural, and thriller genres. 
e) Western series: set in the American West and embody the spirit, the 
struggle and the demise of the new frontier. Western series use stock 
characters such as cowboys, gunslingers, and bounty hunters, often 
depicted as semi-nomadic wanderers who wear Stetson hats, 
bandannas, spurs, and buckskins, use revolvers or rifles as everyday 
tools of survival, and ride between dusty towns and cattle ranches on 
their trusty steeds. 
f) Comedy: A subgenre of comedy which emphasizes physically 
humorous antics, unorthodox body-language and oftentimes 
exasperating situations. Examples are: Charlie Chaplin, Jackie Chan, 





g) Biography: The details of the life story of a real person, told by 
someone else. 
h) A mystery story follows an investigator as he/she attempts to solve a 
crime. The details and clues are presented as the story continues and 
the protagonist discovers them and by the end of the story the 
perpetrator and motive behind the crime are revealed and the 
perpetrator is brought to justice. Mystery novels are often written in 
series which allows a more in-depth development of the primary 
investigator. 
i) Sci-Fi: Science fiction is similar to fantasy, except stories in this 
genre use scientific understanding to explain the universe that it 
takes place in. It generally includes or is centered on the presumed 
effects or ramifications of computers or machines; travel through 
space, time or alternate universes; alien life-forms; genetic 
engineering; or other such things. The science or technology used 
may or may not be very thoroughly elaborated on; stories whose 
scientific elements are reasonably detailed, well-researched and 
considered to be relatively plausible given current knowledge and 
technology are often referred to as hard science fiction. 
D. Synopsis  
Three weeks after Thanos used the Infinity Stones to disintegrate half 
of all life across the universe, Carol Danvers rescues Nebula and Tony Stark 
from deep space. They return to Earth and join the remaining Avengers-





Rhodes. They find an injured Thanos and intend to take the Stones to reverse 
his actions, but he has already destroyed them to prevent further use. An 
enraged Thor beheads Thanos. 
Five years later, Scott Lang escapes the quantum realm and meets 
Romanoff and Rogers at the Avengers’ compound. Only five hours have 
passed for Lang instead of years, and he theorizes that the quantum realm can 
allow time travel. The three ask Stark to help them retrieve the Stones from 
the past so they can revert Thanos’ actions in the present, but he rejects them 
out of fear of losing his daughter, Morgan. Stark relents after reflecting upon 
the disintegrated Peter Parker and works with Banner—who has merged his 
intelligence with the Hulk’s strength—to stabilize travel in the quantum realm, 
a process that expends Pym Particles. Banner and Rocket recruit a drunken, 
overweight Thor in Norway, while Romanoff recruits Clint Barton, now a 
ruthless vigilante following the disintegration of his family. 
Banner, Rogers, Lang, and Stark travel to New York City in 2012. 
Banner visits the Sanctum Sanctorum and convinces the Ancient One to give 
him the Time Stone when he tells her that Strange gave the Stone away, too. 
Rogers overcomes undercover Hydra agents and his 2012 self to retrieve the 
Mind Stone, but Lang and Stark fail to retrieve the Space Stone after Loki 
escapes with it. Rogers and Stark use the last of their Pym Particles to travel to 
S.H.I.E.L.D. headquarters in 1970 and steal an earlier version of the Space 






Rocket and Thor travel to Asgard in 2013 to retrieve the Reality Stone 
from Jane Foster, and Thor obtains his former hammer, Mjolnir. Barton and 
Romanoff travel to Vormir in 2014 and learn from the Soul Stone’s keeper, 
the Red Skull, that it can only be acquired by sacrificing someone they love. 
They fight over which of them should die until Romanoff sacrifices herself. 
On Morag in the same year, Nebula and Rhodes steal the Power Stone before 
Peter Quill can. Rhodes returns to the present with the Power Stone while 
Nebula is unable to return due to her cybernetic implants interfacing with 
those of her 2014 self. Through this connection, the Thanos of that time 
captures present-day Nebula and sees her memories. He then secretly sends 
2014 Nebula to the present. 
With all the Infinity Stones collected in the present, Banner uses them 
to restore those whom Thanos disintegrated. 2014 Nebula uses the time 
machine to transport Thanos and his ship to the present day, and he attacks the 
Avengers’ compound. Rogers, Thor, and Stark confront Thanos, and Rogers 
proves worthy to wield Mjolnir. However, Thanos overpowers them and 
summons his army to lay siege to Earth. Present-day Nebula convinces the 
2014 version of her sister, Gamora, to turn against Thanos, and later kills the 
2014 version of herself. Now restored, Stephen Strange arrives with his fellow 
sorcerers, the other restored Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, the 
Ravagers, and the armies of Asgard and Wakanda. They fight Thanos’ army 
alongside Danvers and attempt to return the Infinity Stones to the past. Thanos 





the Stones back and disintegrates Thanos and his army before dying from the 
Stones’ energy. 
Following Stark’s funeral, Thor appoints Valkyrie as the king of New 
Asgard and joins the Guardians of the Galaxy; Quill begins searching for 2014 
Gamora. Rogers returns the Infinity Stones and Mjolnir to their original places 
in time. He remains in the past to marry Peggy Carter and live out the rest of 



















This reseacrh is analyzed by using Descriptive qualitative method. By 
using this method the researcher will identify, describe, and analyze aspect 
morality in Avengers: Endgame movies. Qualitative method can give more 
attention to data analysis, the data related with the context it self. 
1. Research Method 
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method, 
Bodgan and Biklen (1982:84) state that in the descriptive qualitative 
research, the collected data are in the form of words or pictures rather than 
numbers. The purpose of the descriptive qualitative method is to study 
intensely a phenomenon to discover the patterns and themes about life 
events when the researcher has a specific question about the phenomenon. 
2. Sourch of Data 
The source of data was from “Avengers: Endgame” movie. This 
movie was produced by Marvel Studios and distributed by Walt Disney 
Studios Motion Pictures. The movie was released on April 22, 2019. The 
duration is 181 minutes. 
3. Instrument of the Research 
In this research, the researcher used note card to collect the data from 
“Avengers: Endgame” movie. Note caed is a method in assembling data 
required by using note cards to write down the data finding from source of 
data. According to Ray (2005:13) note cards are also completed by number 





researcher write down the scene and dialog which shown the stage of aspect 
morality based on theory. 
4. Procedure of Collecting Data 
The procedures of data collection in this research, as follow: 
1) The research watched the film Avengers Endgame movie. 
2) The research identified the aspect morality in the film Avengers 
Endgame movie. 
3) The research classified the aspect morality in the film Avengers 
Endgame movie. 
4) The research analisis the data aspect morality in the film Avengers 
Endgame movie. 
5. Technique of data Analysis 
Researchers focus on analyzing aspects of morality in the film 
"Avengers: Endgame". Data were analyzed using the theory of Kees Bertens 
(2002) about ethics and morality. And use the supporting theory of a French 
Philosophy Andre Comte Sponville (in Hidenori, 2004: 56-7) says that 
included in the moral is : Patience, Love, Friendly, Good Manners, Brave, 













FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Findings 
Based on the analysis, it is known that the Avengers Endgame movie 
contains a story that is loaded with moral values. This is very useful as a role 
model in everyday life. Avengers Endgame movie is a form of illustration of 
problems that often occur in the community and can function as a medium for 
delivering messages. The story in the film Avengers Endgame has a background 
in life on Earth where the population has decreased due to Thanos. Thanos films 
depict many tragic human lives and the hard work of the Avengers to restore life 
on earth back to normal, whatever the risks. The picture is the most prominent and 
the main attraction in the film Avengers Endgame. In understanding the data, the 
research presented expalanation that D is Datum, M is Minutes and S is Seconds. 




When one day when Tony Stark returned to earth with Nebula and 





because when they were at war the American Captain was late coming to help, 
but the American Captain showed his impatience over anger from Tony Stark 
who was disappointed with him. 
Tony Stark  : In the past, that's what you need, Now it's too late,  
     Man. 
Captain America : Sorry 
Tony Stark  : if we need war uniforms all over the world,      
    whether it affects our freedom or not, that is what  
    we need  (full of annoyance) 
Captain America : well, that didn’t work out, did it? 
Tony Stark  : I said we’d lose, you said “we’ll do that togather,  
    too” adn gues what, Capten? We Lost.  And you  
    wheren’t  there 
James  : Just Sit down, Tony. Your sick, sit Down 
Tony  : (Approaching Captain America and annoyed) We  
    are Old, I have nothing captain, no coordinates,  
    no clues, no strategy and no choice, I don't believe,  
    you liar. 





Patience was also shown by Captain America because he never hated 





the American Captain tried to meet Tony Stark and then persuaded and asked 
him to return to carry out the mission and fight with the Avengers. 
Natasha  : Tony, We Have to take a stand 
Tony   : Yes, but here we are 
Captain America : Tony I get it, I'm happy too. Really. But this  
     is a second chance (speaking calmly) 
Tony   : My second chance here is Captain (Tony's House  





At the end of the battle against Thanos. Tony Stark successfully uses 
the infinity stone. And make Thanos and his entire army turn to ashes. And 
marks the defeat of Thanos. But the incident must be paid dearly by the death 
of Tony Stark after usin stone. At the end of his critical period, Tony Stark 
was accompanied by his wife who was very sad to see Tony’s already critical 
condition. And at that time Tony Sratk’s Wife had to give up Tony’s departure 
forever. 
Tony’s Wife  : Hey. 
Tony Stark : Hey. Pep! 
Tony’s Wife : Friday ??? 





Tony’s Wife : Tony? Look at me. We’re gonna be okay, 
   You can rest now. 




Where Thor loved his mother who had been living in the kingdom of 
the gods (Asgard), he still gave sincere affection to his mother. 
Ibu Thor  : You're not the Thor I know, right? (Stroking  
  Thor's hair) 
Thor  : I am Thor who is a good mother (smiling) 
Ibu Thor  : The future is not good for you right? 
Thor  : I didn't say from mom's future 
Ibu Thor  : Mothers raised by witches, mothers not only see  
  with their eyes. (Thor and his mother cry and they  
  cuddle) 








One night when Tony Stark was making a time machine design to fight 
Thanos, suddenly his son came and he chose to stop for a moment working on 
the design of the time machine and take his son to the room to tell stories and 
put her to sleep. 
Tony Stark  : What are you doing, little lady? 
Maguna (Son)  : Why did you wake up? 
Tony Stark  : Dad has an important job (Tony brings his  
  son to the room) 
Tony Stark  : Let's sleep 
Maguna (Son)   : Read a tale 
Tony Stark  : Fairy tale? One day Maguna went to sleep. 
  The end !!! 
Maguna (Son)  : Ugly story. 
Tony Stark  : Come on, that's your favorite fairytale. 
  (While kissing his son Tony's forehead says  
  "I love you so much") 










When Hulk was talking to Captain America, Scott Lang and Natasya 
who were discussing about the power of the Hulk, suddenly three children 
came greeting the Hulk and asked him to take pictures together. 
Kids   : Excuse me, Mr. Hulk 
Hulk   : Yes 
Kids   : Can I take a photo ??? 
Hulk   : It's okay, kid ... come on, step on up. Do  
  You mind ??? (hand over cell phone to  
  Scott Lang) 
Scott Lang : Oh, Yes 
Hulk : Thank you (after taking a picture) 
Kids : Thank you Mr. Hulk 
Hulk : You're welcome, child, listen to your  
 mother, she always knows. (D.6.M.37.S.54) 






When hulk meets Ancient One to get an invinity stone, but when the 
hulk arrives at the Ancient One place, he asks for the invinity without coercion 
and is more to ask him nicely and politely.  
Ancient one  : What do you want from him? 
Hulk   : That, actually (pointing at the infinity  
 stone) 
Ancient one  : Im afraid not 
Hulk  : Sorry, I wasn’t asking. 
Ancient one  : You don’t want to do this. 
Hulk  : You’re right, I don’t. But I need the stone,  
after finishing using the stone we will    
return it to the line when we took it. So in  
chronology in reality the stone has never 
been lost. 
Ancient one  : Yes, but you must remember. To restore  
  the stones you must be safe 
Hulk : We are definitely congratulations, I  
  promise. 
Ancient one : (After giving me the invinity stone) I'm  









One day when Natasya and Clint returned to Vormir's time to get an 
invinity, they met a guide who explained how to get the invinity, apparently 
the conditions were not easy because the stone was under a cliff and to take an 
invinty stone one of them had to death. 
Natasha  : Who are you? 
Red Skull  : Consider me a guide for you and all soul stone  
  Seekers 
Natasha : Okay, tell us where it is, then we'll leave 
Red Skull : if it's that easy, what you're looking for is below 
  (staring at the cliff), so are you afraid 
Natasha : so the stone is down there 
Red Skull : for one person, to take the stone you have to lose a   
  loved one, an eternal exchange. The soul is  
  replaced by the soul 
Clint : Maybe (Red skull) making it up 
Natasha : No, I don't think so. 
Clint : Why? Because he knows your father's name? 
Natasha : I don't know, Thanos left this place without his  
  Daughter 
Clint : it is not a coincidence. 
Natasha : Whatever the risks ... if we don't get the stone,  
  billions of souls will still die. 
Clint : Yes, it seems we know who will sacrifice. 
  (Nathasa and clint stare at each other, both of them  
  want to sacrifice to get the stone. But after that  
  they argue) 
Natasha : for 5 years I tried one thing to come here, that's all  
  its been about. Return everyone. I'm also trying to   
  save your life, Clint. 
Clint : I don't want to be saved, you suck. 





  themselves into the abyss, after a while, Nathasa  
  who successfully falls into the abyss)  
  (D.8.M.111.S.7) 
 
When the invinity stone has been obtained by the avengers, they 
combine it into one. but to use the power of the invinity stone, one of the 
avengers must be brave to use the power of the most powerful invinity stone. 
The Hulk decides for himself to use that power without fearing the risks that 
will occur to him. 
Raccon  : His gloves are ready, who will snap his fingers? 
Thor  : just me 
Para Avengers : (what? Calm down ... No ... no ... stop ...) 
Captain America : Thor, wait !!! We haven't decided who will use it. 
Thor  : Are we just waiting for the right opportunity? 
Scott Lang  : at least we discuss first 
Thor  : just staring at him won't return everyone. I'm the  
   strongest avengers. This is my responsibility. That  
  is my job. I'll do it, let me do good and right deeds. 
Tony Stark : It is not like that. Look, not only that, the gloves  





  continent but your condition is also not possible   
  (Talk to Thor) And (the Hulk interrupts) 
Hulk : this is my duty, you see what the stone did to  
  Thanos? Thanos almost died. You will not be safe.  
  The stone emits gamma radiation. I was made  
  for this. (D.9.M.119.S.16) 
           
When all the lost Avengers had returned, he dared to use the rigidity of 
the invinity to fight Thanos. Although he managed to kill Thanos and stop all 
the chaos committed by Thanos, Tony Stark also died because he could not 
survive the enormity of the power of the invinity stone. 
Peter Parker : Mr. Stark ??? Hey .... Mr. Stark, can you hear me?  
  This is Peter. Hey, we won, Mr. Stark, you made it  
  Mr. Stark (crying) 
Tony Stark : Forgive me 
 (Then Tony's wife approaches) 
Tony Stark : Hey... Hey Pep 





  (while crying) (And Tony died, the other avengers  




One day when some Avengers had given up hope, Ant Man gave an 
idea to Captain America and Natasya about a time machine they could use to 
get an invinity stone.  
Captain America  : Scott, Are you okay? 
Scott   : Yes. Have you ever studied quantum  
  physics? 
Nathasa   : Only when the story 
Scott   : Well. You see, five years ago before  
  Thanos I was in a place called the quantum  
  world. The quantum world is like a  
  microscopic universe. To get there you     
  have to be very small, I was stuck there. 
Nathasa : Sorry, it must be five years long. 
Scott : Yes, that's the problem. Not like that. For  
  me it's five hours. The quantum world is  
  not like here. All can not be predicted. 
Captain America : Scott, what do you mean ??? 





  different. The problem is we have no way  
  to navigate it. But what if we can What if  
  we can stop this chaos. 
Captain America : Wait ... are you talking about a time  
  machine? 
Scott : Yes, time machine. 
Nathasa : Scott, I got an email from Raccon, nothing  
  is impossible anymore. We can. 




When Captain Marvels wanted to meet Thanos and kill him because it 
had eliminated some of the human population on earth, but no one knew Thanos's 
whereabouts.  
James  : Tony will rest all day 
Captain Marvels : Take care of him, and I'll bring the Xorrian potion  
  when he returns (Then walk and rush away) 
Captain America : Where are you going? 
Captain Marvels : Kill Thanos 





Captain Marvels : Space is indeed your theory but this is our battle  
  too. 
James  : Do you know where he is? 
  (Asking Captain Marvels) 
Captain Marvels  : I know who knows 
Nebula  : No need, I can tell you where Thanos is (she cut a 
  talk) Thanos spent a long time perfecting me,  
  while he was working, he told me about his grand  
  plans. Even when it is dismantled, I want to make  
  him happy. I asked "Where are we going after the  
  plan is complete?" the answer is always the same  
  "To the Park" 
James  : So sweet, Thanos has a retirement plan. 
Captain America  : So, where is he? 
Raccon  : When Thanos snaps his fingers, the earth's power  
  is caused by a very large cosmic surge. There was  
  never anything like that, until two days ago on this    
  planet (pointing at a transparent map) 
Nebula : Thanos is there 
Nathasa : He used the stones again. 
  (After a long talk, the Avengers finally came to  










One day in New York in a building, Captain America sat together with 
some of the remaining communities in New York while telling stories and 
listening to their hearts and memories with their families, friends and people 
darling who was lost because of Thanos.  
People 1  : so ... I dated a few days ago, the first time in five  
  years. Sit down, have dinner. 
People 2  : I'm confused what to say. 
Captain America : What are you talking about? 
People 2  : Small talk, how things change. My work, his work,  
  how we miss Mets. Then the atmosphere became  
  quiet, and he cried when the food was served. 
People 3 : Then what about you? (asking people 2) 
People 2 : I cried before the food came, but tomorrow I will  
  meet him again 
Captain Amerika : Good... you get through the hardest part, you jump,   
  you know where you are going down. That's the  
  baby steps. Dare we must take, to try to be whole  
  again. Try to find a destination. You have to  
  continue living. Yes, have to get on with life !!!  
  This world is in our hands, left for us, and we  
  goota something with it. Otherwise, Thanos will  







When Gamora had always been in conflict with Nebula, in the end 
after learning that Thanos had evil intentions towards life on earth, he 
intended to help the nebula to stop Thanos. 
Thanos  : My daughter ... 
Nebula (Evil) : Yes, Father 
Thanos  : So this is the future? Very nice... 
Nebula (Evil) : Thank you, father, no one is suspicious 
Thanos  : Arrogant people will not be suspicious. Go!! Look  
  for the stones and bring them to me. 
Nebula (Evil) : What are you gonna do? 
Thanos  : Waiting !!! 
  (Gamora hears the conversation of Thanos and  
  Nebula then asks the Nebula twin) 
Gamora  : Please answer ... in the future, what will happen to  
  us? 
Nebula (Good) : I tried to kill you a few times, but in the end we  





  stretched out his hand, then said) 
Gamora : Come on, we can stop him. (D.14.M126.S.41) 
 
When all the avengers were injured due to Thanos, suddenly the 
avengers who had been lost because of Thanos, at that time all came to help 
the avengers who began to tire of Thanos. 
Thanos  : in my years of conquest, violence, slaughter,  
  nothing personal. But now, what I'm doing to your  
  stubborn, stubborn planet, I'm going to enjoy it  
  very much. 
  (Captain America starts to get tired because of the  
  many injuries caused by Thanos to him) 
  (Suddenly the American captain hears a voice  
  calling him) 
Sam : Captain, do you hear me? Captain, this is Sam. Do  
  you hear me? 
  (Captain looking) 
Sam :  on your left 





  returned and helped their friends who were  
  attacked by Thanos and his army. 
Doctor Strangers : all of them? 
Wong : Do you want more people? 
Doctor Strangers : Maybe enough (D.15.M.137.S.53) 
10. Sympathetic 
 
One day Natasha came to Clint in Japan. 
Clint  : You shouldn't be here 
Nathasa : You too 
Clint  : I have a duty 
Nathasa : Is this what you call Duty? Killing these people won't  
  bring your family back. (Nathasa walks up to Clint and  
  says) 
Clint : do not 
Nathasa : do not what? 
Clint : Don't give me hope 
Nathasa : sorry, I could not give earlier. We must fight first. 






1. Patience  
Patience is an attitude to hold back emotions and desires, and survive 
in difficult situations and not complain. Patience is the ability to control 
oneself which is also seen as an attitude that has high values and reflects the 
strength of the soul of the person who has it. 
Datum 1. It has been found, the patience in the film Avenger 
Endgame. The patience shown by Captain America in this film gives a 
message about the importance of patience in dealing with life. seen from how 
the American Captain who was so patience and calm to face Tony Stark who 
was annoyed with him. Captain America also never angry with anyone, let 
alone revenge with someone. precisely in the scenes in the film Captain 
America tried to give an explanation to Tony Stark who was in a state of 
emotion. 
Datum 2. It has been found, the patience in this scene is after the three 
avengers namely Captain America, Scott Lang and Natasha came to Tony 
Stark's house to invite back to work together to fight back all those who have 
been lost because of Thanos. But when persuaded by Scott Lang and Natasha 
with enthusiasm, Tony Stark refused because he prefers to stay with his wife 
and children. different from the Captain America also tried to persuade Tony 
Stark calmly and patiently. he tried to explain to Tony Stark to join them in 







2. Love  
It is important for parents to continue to devote full love to children, 
not only meeting material and physical needs, but parents also need to pay 
attention to the emotional needs of children. compassion is closely related to 
positive relationships in the family. compassion is very influential for 
someone, because it can show that the person has good morals. Family love 
can also help overcome stress on someone. 
Datum 3. It has been found, the love in the film Avengers Endgame. 
At the end of the battle against Thanos. Tony Stark successfully uses the 
infinity stone. And make Thanos and his entire army turn to ashes. And marks 
the defeat of Thanos. But the incident must be paid dearly by the death of 
Tony Stark after usin stone. At the end of his critical period, Tony Stark was 
accompanied by his wife who was very sad to see Tony’s already critical 
condition. And at that time Tony Sratk’s Wife had to give up Tony’s departure 
forever. The day before Tony’s funeral, the Avengers gathered at Tony Stark’s 
house. The listened to Tony’s will to his family and friends “So, I thought I’d 
probably better record a little greeting, in the case of an untimely death. On 
my part not that death at any time isn’t untimely This time travel thing that 
we’re gonna try and pull of tomorrow it’s got me scratching my head about 
the survivability of it all. That’s the thing. Then again, that’s the hero gig, 
Right? Part of the journey is the end. What am I’even tripping for? Everything 
is gonna work out exactly the way it’s supposed to. I love you 3000”. After 
the departure of Tony Stark forever. His wife remains faithful to the promisses 





Datum 4. It has been found, the love in the film Avengers Endgame. 
The attitude of love and affection is reflected in Thor and his mother. in this 
scene the warmth of a mother's love for her child is seen. Likewise Thor, who 
was very fond of his mother. they loved each other very much, Thor's mother 
was very concerned about Thor's condition that was so much changing. 
Datum 5. It has been found, the love when Tony Stark was making a 
time machine design against Thanos, suddenly his son came and he chose to 
pause to work on a time machine design and bring his son to the room to tell 
stories and make him sleep. before going to bed her child asks to be told a 
fairy tale. Tony Stark, who at that time was so uncertain about the decision 
taken to join the fight back with the avengers, did not show the burden to his 
child. Tony Stark loved his beautiful daughter. before leaving her son's room, 
he kisses her forehead as a sad affection for his daughter. 
3. Friendly  
Friendly is kindhearted and attractive in language, sweet in words and 
attitude, sociable and fun in relationships. 
Datum 6. It has been found, the Friendly in the film Avengers 
Endgame. Friendly attitude is needed in everyday relationships, because by 
applying hospitality in everyday life, we easily get something we want and 
like many people. This attitude can help us in seeking help because our 
attitude is friendly to others. The friendly attitude is also seen in the figure of 
the Hulk. at that time the Hulk gave a good and friendly response to the 
children who wanted to take pictures with him, the Hulk was very polite to the 





goodbye, the hulk gives a message to them to always serve their parents. The 
hulk has good morals towards those around him, including children who ask 
to take pictures with him. 
4. Good Manners 
Good manners are rules of life that arise from the association of a 
group of people. Good manners is relative, meaning what is considered 
politeness varies in different places, environments and times. good manners 
are very important to apply, especially in society because it is very closely 
related to the community or someone. Good manners is a demand in living 
together. 
Datum 7. Is has been found, the good manners in the film Avengers 
Endgame. An attitude and behavior that is orderly and polite in accordance 
with the customs or norms that apply in society. The attitude of courtesy is 
also seen in the figure of the Hulk. This can be seen in the scene when the 
hulk meets Ancient One to get an invinity stone, but when the hulk arrives at 
the Ancient One place, he asks for the invinity without coercion and is more to 
ask him nicely and politely. and before Ancient One gives the invinity, he 
conveys the message to the hulk that after the invinity is used he must be safe. 
Hulk told the Ancient One to believe it. different from the other Avengers, 
without violence he was able to get an invinity stone easily because of his 
moral attitude so good towards the ancient one. 
5. Brave  
Brave is an act of self-confidence in the face of danger and difficulties. 





Datum 8. It has been found, the brave in the film Avengers Endgame. 
The brave attitude and behavior referred to in this film is to dare to sacrifice 
for everything that is considered true. in this film half the earth's population 
disappears. Then, in this Avengers Endgame movie, these superheroes are 
willing to sacrifice to do the right thing. This can be seen in several scenes: 
One day when Natasya and Clint returned to Vormir's time to get invinity, 
they met a guide who explained how to get invinity, apparently the conditions 
were not easy because the stone was under a cliff and to take the invinty stone 
one of them had to death (exchange eternal), the soul is replaced by the soul. 
but after Natasya spoke at length with Clint, Natasya decided that she would 
jump into the abyss to get beautiful stones. After sacrificing his life, the stone 
in Clint's hands. the reason Nathasa wanted himself to sacrifice, was because 
he wanted to restore everything that Thanos had eliminated, especially saving 
Clint and his family. besides it has been 5 years he wanted to meet the place, 
he had tried several times to come. but this time Natasha had a chance, even 
though she had to sacrifice her life for the safety of everyone. 
Datum 9. It has been found, the brave is Hulk also showed the 
courageous attitude contained in the scene: when the invinity stones had been 
obtained by the avenger, they combined them together. but to use the power of 
an invinity stone, one claimant must have the courage to use the strength of 
the most powerful invinity stone. Hulk decided to use that power without fear 
of the risks that would befall him. Hulk also believes that the power he has is 
able to withstand the power of an invinity stone with extreme pain, and 





the courage of the Hulk is an example for us to apply in our daily lives 
because if we dare it will foster self-confidence in us. 
Datum 10. Have been found discovered by other Avengers. Not much 
different from Tony Stark when all the lost Avengers have returned, he dares 
to use the stiffness of invinity to fight Thanos. Although he managed to kill 
Thanos and stop all the chaos done by Thanos, Tony Stark also died because 
he could not survive the fierce power of the invinity stone, his body burning. 
6. Tolerant 
Tolerant is the attitude of respect, allow or allow opinions / views / 
beliefs that are different from our own recorders or views. 
Datum 11. It has been found the Tolerant is contained in the film 
Avengers Endgame. This attitude and tolerant behavior is seen in the scene 
when some Avengers have given hope, Ant Man gave the idea to Captain 
America and Natasya about a time machine that they could use to get an 
invinity stone. after the American captain and Natasya listened to the idea, 
they both greatly appreciated and agreed, they were also eager to meet other 
Avengers to work together to realize the idea of a time machine theory to 
restore all lost humans. So this tolerant attitude when applied in daily life will 
be good for everyone, because we will be open to accepting other people's 
opinions or ideas without selfishness. 
7. Honesty 
Honesty is part of self-esteem that must be maintained because of high 
value. when the words are not in accordance with reality, the heart becomes 





makes our life more peaceful without any pressure from outside or from our 
own mind. 
Datum 12. Have been found in the film Avengers Endgame the honesty 
shown by Nebula who is basically the son of Thanos in this film gives a 
message about the importance of deep honesty. This is seen in the scene: when 
Captain Marvels wanted to meet Thanos and kill him because it had 
eliminated some of the human population on earth, but no one knew Thanos's 
whereabouts. When Captain Marvels was discussing the existence of Thanos 
with the Avengers, Nebula suddenly interrupted their conversation and told 
Captain Marvels and Others that he knew of the existence of the planet or 
Thanos's hiding, not only that Nebula also told about Thanos's plan after using 
the power of invinity stones. With the honesty of Nebula, the Avengers are 
more eager to hunt down Thanos and get an invinity stone. 
8. Caring 
Caring is a feeling, basic values and attitude to pay attention and act 
proactively to the conditions or circumstances around us. care is an attitude of 
our partisanship to involve ourselves in problems, circumstances or conditions 
that occur around us. 
Datum 13. It has been found, the Caring in the film Avengers 
Endgame. The concern shown by Captain America is shown in the scene: one 
day in New York in a building, Captain America sat together with some of the 
remaining communities in New York while telling stories and listening to 
their hearts and memories with their families, friends and people darling who 





must be brave, we are able to pass the hardest way, to try to be whole again, 
we try to find a purpose, you have to move on, this world is in our hands, we 
must do something if not Thanos will kill us all ". The message delivered by 
the Captain of the United States is very much a proof of his concern for the 
community by motivating and encouraging the people not to give up easily in 
life. 
9. Helping 
Since childhood we as humans have been educated to help each other, 
the definition of helping is the attitude of mutual help to help ease the burden, 
suffering or difficulties of others by doing something. the assistance in 
question can take the form of assistance with energy, time or funds. 
Datum 14. It has been found the Helping that shown by the Avangers 
is very important to be applied in daily life. Helping people who are distressed 
is one of the best morals. There are some scenes that show morale please help 
this. When Gamora had always been in conflict with Nebula, in the end after 
learning that Thanos had evil intentions towards life on earth, he intended to 
help the nebula to stop Thanos. 
Datum 15. It has been found in this scene is that when all the avengers 
are injured because of Thanos, suddenly the avengers who have disappeared 
because of Thanos, at that moment all come to help the avengers who are 
getting tired of the attack of Thanos and his army. thanks to the avengers who 
more and more came to help, Thanos finally gave up and lost strength. his 







Sympathetic is a psychological process in which a person feels 
attracted to someone or a group of people because of his attitude, appearance, 
authority, or actions in such a way. In this process one's feelings play a very 
important role, although the main impetus for sympathy is the desire to 
understand the other party and work with it. such as helping people in trouble, 
helping to solve someone's problems, entertaining friends who have problems. 
Datum 16. It has been found, the Sympathetic were discovered when 
Natasha visited Clint in Japan, at that time Clint's condition was very chaotic 
due to the loss of her family by Thanos. to take revenge, Clint vent all his 
disappointment by eradicating criminals who are still alive throughout the 
World. therefore, by seeing Clint's condition like that, Natasha took the 
initiative to invite Clint to join the avengers on a mission to restore life on 
















CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
After analysis the data in the previous chapter, the researcher takes 
some conclusion as follow: Good moral in film Avengers Endgame the are 
Patience, Love, Friendly, Good Manners, Brave, Tolerant, Honesty, Caring, 
Helping and Sympathetic. 
Patience is an attitude to hold back emotions and desires, and survive 
in difficult situations and not complain. This patience is owned by Captain 
America. Love is very influential for someone, because it can show that the 
person has good morals. Family love can also help overcome stress on 
someone, this Love is owned by Hulk and Tony Stark. Friendly is kindhearted 
and attractive in language, sweet in words and attitude, sociable and fun in 
relationships, this Friendly is owned by Hulk. Good manners are very 
important to apply, especially in society because it is very closely related to 
the community or someone. Good manners is a demand in living together, this 
Good manners is owned by Hulk. Brave is an act of self-confidence in the face 
of danger and difficulties. Brave to have a solid heart to defend the truth 
whatever the risk, this Brave is owned by Natasha, Hulk and Tony Stark. 
Tolerant is the attitude of respect, allow or allow opinions / views / beliefs that 
are different from our own recorders or views, this Tolerant is owned by 
Captain America. Honesty is part of self-esteem that must be maintained 
because of high value. when the words are not in accordance with reality, the 





owned by Nebula. Caring is a feeling, basic values and attitude to pay 
attention and act proactively to the conditions or circumstances around us. 
Caring is an attitude of our partisanship to involve ourselves in problems, 
circumstances or conditions that occur around us, this Caring is owned by 
Captain America. Helping is also a value that one must have to strengthen 
relationships with others, this Helping is owned by Gamora and all the 
Avengers. Sympathetic is a psychological process in which a person feels 
attracted to someone or a group of people because of his attitude, appearance, 
authority, or actions in such a way, this Sympathetic is owned by Natasha. 
From the results of the research published above, it can be concluded 
that the Avengers Endgame movie is something to be conveyed relating to 
patience to escape from bad things such as anger and selfishness. Please help 
is also a value that one must have to strengthen relationships with others. The 
moral value of mutual support is also very important for someone. Working 
together to create a comfortable life together. Having the moral value of love 




After conducting this research the authors suggest : 
1. Film workers should not produce a film because of commercial interests, 
but also use film as a medium to convey good moral messages so that they 





2. Instead of making a film with sophisticated technology and expensive but 
does not have the moral aspects that can be conveyed to the audience, it is 
better to make films that use simple techniques and simple storylines and 
shooting techniques but still educate, the message is striking, and quality. 
3. For the audience it is actually okay to just watch a film for mere 
entertainment, but also try to read the meaning of a film further. Not only 
can we gain new knowledge about films that we did not expect before, but 
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